
Mill and x-ray CI' mainly demonstrate morphology. For
exact anatomic localization of brain function, follow-up
and multiple tracer studies and coregistration of the various
functional and morphologic images is desirable. However,
tomograms usually differ in orientation, scaling and pixel
size and cannot be superimposed onto each other without
further processing.

There are several approaches described in the literature
on the registration of images. Many involve special de
vices, such as individually prepared head holders, face
masks or stereotactic head frames (1â€”9).Usage of such
devices, however, may often be impractical and requires
detailed coordination of the investigations in advance to
ensure that the proper device is used for all imaging mo
dalities. This is often not possible during a clinical diagnos
tic workup because the decision to have an additional
study (e.g., PET) may depend on the results of the previ
ous study (e.g., Cl'). Therefore, methods that rely on in
ternal landmarks that are visible on brain slices from all
methods are clearly more useful in clinical practice (10-
13). A procedure with different surface models of the head
that can be applied to PET, CT and MRI was proposed by
Pelizzari et al. (14, 15). The measure to be minimized is the
volume between the individual brain. models. Other mea
sures are based on the differencebetween two data sets or
rely on the calculation of the principal axis, regarding the
pixels of the brain as a rigid body (16â€”18).Common to all
these methods is that they do not rely on some kind of
artificial external landmark, and thus can be applied retro
spectively. In recent publications (19â€”21),emphasis has
been placed on the fact that the procedures proposed
therein run fully automatically; in particular, this facilitates
the registration of studies that consist of multiple scans.
However, all automatic algorithms seem to be restricted to
specific organs and image modalities.

In an earlier report (22), the authors descnbed a more
universally applicable technique for three-dimensional
alignment of functional and morphologic tomograms. In
contrast to fully automated procedures, this program pro
vides a variety of graphic tools to examine matching accu
racy, and the user selects translations and rotations to
achieve image registration. The user of the system must be

A muftipurposethree-dimensionalregistrationtechniquewas
Val@atedwith PET, SPECT, CT and MRIscans, which had been
obtained under normal dinical conditions. In contrast to fully
automatedprocedures,thiscoregistrationmethodishighlyinter
active, which has the advantage that it does not impose @gid
restrictions by data type and by alterations in normal anatomy or
braln function resulting from disease. Methods: Basically,a
computer program provides a variety of tools to examine the
accuracy of core@stration Visually and to specify necessary
tranalationsand rotationsin all three dimensions.Tools and
criteriato accept coregistration were applied according to a stan
dardized protocol. ReprodUcibilitywas assessed with five inde
pendant users on rwnepars of image sets. In two pars of these
image sets, coregistrationwas repeated three times by each
user. Resulte: Depending on the resolution of the images in
volved, the reproducibility of translation distances ranged from
0.32 to 2.22 mm (a.d.)and of rotationangles from0.32 to 1.70
degrees. ft was always much smaller than the point-spreed
full-widthhalf maximum of the device with the lower resolution.
The accuracyof coregistrationwas examinedusingtwo arbi
tredlymiep@cedimagesets. Inter1nd@dUaland intraindMdual
variance were similar, which suggested that the influence of
subjectivity was not significant. Average displacements after
coregistration were 0.43 and 0.29 mm or less for PET and MRI
data, respectively, which indicated the absence of a systematic
bias. Conclusion: The results indicate the high reproducibility
and accuracy ofthus three-dimenalonal coreg@tration tethnk@ue,
which is comparable or superior to those of automated tech
niques and methods based on external artificiallandmarks.

KeyWords:brain;CT;emissionCT;magneticresonanceto
mography; three-dimensional; registration
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modern medical diagnostics, patients often pass a se
ries of examinations that provide complementary informa
tion about a specific partof the humanbody. For instance,
PET or SPECT provide functional information, whereas
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familiar with the anatomy of the organ investigated and
with the principles and limitations of the applied imaging
modalities, and thus the final result might bear some sub
jectivity. In the present study, tools and coregistration
criteria were applied according to a standard protocol, and
data are reported on the reproducibility and accuracy of
this procedure using various combinations of PET,
SPECT, MRI and CT images to validate its clinical appli
cation.

METhODS AND MATERIALS

Data Processing
The basic principleof the registrationtechniquewas described

in detail in a previous publication(22). Since then, some modifi
cations and extensions were introduced by porting the program to
a SUN SPARCstation(SUNMicrosystems,MountainView,CA)
operated under UNIX/SUNOS 4.1.2 and OPENWINDOWS 3.0
software. The algorithms for image reorientation and interpolation
were writtenin C; in addition,displayand imageprocessing
routines of the PV-Wavesoftware package (Visual Numerics,
Boulder, CO) were also used for implementation. The time
needed to calculate a reoriented cut on a SUN SPARCstation IPX
with a 32-megabyte memory is less than 1 sec. Thus, a display
update for immediate visual examination of each reorientation
step is shown within a few seconds.

Throughout the image registration procedure, the original data
are kept unmodified, and each new interpolation for the display of
specific cut relates to these original data. For display, images are
sampled by three-dimensional linear interpolation into a 128 x 128
or 256 x 256matrixwitha 2- or 1-mmpixelsize, respectively.
After completion of the matching process, a variety of formats is
availableto store the registereddataset, againcreatedby trilinear
interpolationwith samplingfromthe originaldata.

The frameworkof tools providedby the programis illustrated
in Figure 1. After loadingthe two image sets into memory, a first
clisplayofthreeorthogonalslicesfromeachdatasetis shownusing
defaultparametersettings(Fig. 2A).Then all structures that are
relevanttojudge the accuracyof coregistrationcan be displayed
subsequently by selecting an appropriate number, orientation
(parallel or orthogonal) and level of slices to be displayed simul
taneously. To determine the correspondence of anatomic land
marks,a â€œdualcursorâ€•can be movedin allthree dimensionsand
shown on both image sets. Most powerful is the exchange of
contours(Fig.2B)betweenimagesets to determinematchingof
the brainsurface and majorsulci. Contoursare not drawnmanu
allybut are extractedby conventionaledge-detectiontechniques.
The simplest and fastest approach of the several types imple
mented is thresholding to generate a binary image (i.e., an image
that contains ones for pixels above the thresholdand zeros else
where) with subsequentdetection of the change fromzero to one.
Prior to exchange of the contours of reference and resliced im
ages, the appropriatethreshold applied should be verified to en
sure they delineatethe most characteristicstructures in the orig
inal imagefromwhich they have been derived.Other techniques
implementedincludethe calculationof multiplecontours at dif
ferent thresholds between a predefined range and the algorithm
used by Pietrzyk et al. (22) developed by Marr and Hildreth (23),
which in the scientific literatureis often referredto as the detec
tion of so-called zero crossings. The lattertechnique is computa
tionally more extensive but offers more flexibility as it does not

FIGURE 1. BasIcflowchartAlthoughtheusercanfreelyselect
from the list of options available.The displayed flow control,as
showninthisfigure,turnedout to be the mostuseful.

require the definitionof a lower threshold. New rotation angles
and translationscan be specifiedby keyboardor by an arrowbox
(Fig. 3) or are calculatedwithin a selected plane by identification
of two anatomic landmarkson each of the two image sets. After
each operation, the display is updated,and the process is iterated
untilcoregistrationis achieved(Fig.2C).Then an integrateddin
play obtained by image fusion, based on a two-dimensional color
lookup table (24), may be used to show the final result for clinical
interpretation (Fig. 2D), and the resliced data set may be saved on
disk.

Although not strictly required by the design of the registration
technique presented here, a specific order of usage of these tools
was themosteffectiveandwas followedin thisvalidationstudy.
First, three orthogonalsections were displayed, i.e., transaxial
(approximately at the level of the basal ganglia), mmd@gittal and
mmdcorontil(Fig. 2A). Second, anatomiclandmarkspoints were
markedon each of the two sets of images to achieve gross coreg
istration,i.e., the frontaland occipitalpoleon the transaxialcut,
the two points of largest curvature at the edge from lateral to
inferioraspectof both temporallobeson the coronalcut and the
frontalpole and indentationbetweenthe occipitalpole and cere
bellumon the sagittalcut. Third, contoursof brain surfacewere
displayed (adjustthresholdinglevels, if necessary), and their po
sitions were comparedby overlay on each other (Fig. 2B). New
rotationor translationwas specified,if necessary.Thiswas per
formed repeatedly on orthogonal cuts in at least two positions,
includingcoronal cuts throughthe frontaland occipital lobe and
parasagittal cuts through the basal ganglia on both sides of the
brain, until a match that could not be improved further was
achieved. In addition, the correspondence of specific landmarks
(e.g., scalp andotherextracerebralstructures,ventricles, ambient
cistern, interhemispheric cleft, sylvian fissure, basal ganglia and
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FIGURE 2. (A)Initialsetup.Toproiwshowsthreeorthogonalcutsofa PETstudy,whichserveasreferencedata.Bottomrowshowsdata
froma second study (Inthis case, MRI).Second study IsnctyatalIgnedW@ respeCUothe reference data. (B)TOOistOexen@netheaccuracy
ofcoregistratlon.Sanestudiesasinpart(A)aredisplayedbutwiththecontoursofeachdatasetexchanged.ContoursfromtheimagesIn
the upper row now are superimposed on the images Inthe lower row and vioe versa (C) Registered studies. Studies are the same as In
part (A)and (B).Here contours are exchanged as Inpart (B),but appropdate action, as described inthe text, has coregistered the MRIstudy
with respect to a PET study. (D) Integrated display. Registered PET and MRIstudles may be displayed as composite Images obtained by
Image fusion, based on a twodmenslonal color-lockuptable (24). BasIcally,the color Is driven by the PET pixel content, whereas the
IntensItyIs selected according to the gray level of the MRIpbcel.

thalamus and the border between the corpus callosum and the
cingulategyrus)was checkedwith the dual cursor to clarifyre
sidual ambiguities, if necessary. Fourth, 12 cuts, transaxialcorn
nal or sagittal, were displayed for final examination, and the
resliced dataset was stored.

Finding the best visual match between the reference and
resliced data corresponds mathematically to the determination of
a set of the threetranslationsandthreerotationswhicharere
quired to move an object in three-dimensionalspace. The more
similar the resulting tomograms of independent alignment ses
sions are, the more similar are the two sets of parameters Storing

these parameterson disk thus allows a detailed analysis of regis

FIGURE 3. SelectIonpanelthatShOWSthet@,pioaldisplayofthree
orthogonal cuts. Arrows are placed acCOrdInglyto depict the action
the user can Initiateby pointingwitha location device (mouse) to a
particular arrow.

tration accuracy and reproducibility, when performed by several
users, as in the present comparative study.

Data
PET data were acquired after intravenous injection of 18F-2-

deoxy-2-fiuoro-D-glucosc(FDG), â€˜50-labeledwater or 18F-6-
fiuoro-L-dopa (F-Dopa). Two different scanners were used. A
four-ringscanner (ScanditrnnixPC 384, Uppsala, Sweden)that
produced seven slices with transaxial resolution of 7.8 mm full
width half maximum(FWHM)and approximately11-mmslice
thickness(25). With this scanner, two sets of interleavedslices
wereacquired,yieldinga totalof 14sliceswitha 6.85-mmcenter
to-center distance and an axial field of view of 10 cm. The other
scanner (ECAT EXACF, Siemens-Cu, Knoxville, TN) provided
47 overlapping slices with a transaxial resolution of 6.0-mm

FWHM, approximately 5-mm slice thickness and a 3.375-mm
center-to-centerdistance (26). The axial field of view extended
over 16.2 cm, covering the entire brain.

SPEC1' data were acquired with a single-head rotating gamma
camera (Orbiter 37, Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Ger
many) equipped with a focusing collimator (Neurofocal) after

intravenous injection of @9'c-hexamethyIpropyleneamineoxime
(HMPAO).

MRI scans were acquiredon a 1.0-Tsuperconductinginstru
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StudyModalityTracerDose (mCI)TypeFWHM (mm)SlicesPixel
size

(mm)Slice
distance

(m)MatrixDiagnosisAPETFDG10Reference6.0/5.0472.13.375128NormalPETDOPA10ReSIICOd6.0/5.0472.13.375128NormalBPETH@O40Reference6.0/5.0472.13.375128InfarctPETH@O40ReSIlCed6.0/5.0472.13.375128Follow-upCPETFDG10Reference6.0/5.0472.13.375128DementIaPETFDG10ReSIIced6.0/5.0472.13.375128Resting

vs.DPETFDG10Reference6.0/5.0472.13.375128DementIaSPECTHMPAO20ResIlCed1

1.0/1 1.0703.23.2128DementIaEPETFDG5Reference7.cWl
1.4142.556.85128TumorCTResIlCed401

.152.0256TumorFPETFDG5Reference7.0/1
1.4142.556.85128DementIaMRI

(FLASH)ReSIICed631.06532.0256DementIaGPETFDG10Reference6.0/5.0472.13.375128DementIaMRI

(FLASH)ReSIlCed@31.06532.0256DementIaHPETFDG10Reference6.0/5.0472.13.375128NormalPETFDG10ReSliCed6.0/5.0472.13.375128NormalIMRI

(FLASH)Referenceâ€¢931.06532.0256DementiaMRI
(FLASH)ReSIICedâ€¢631.06532.0256DementIaâ€¢Not

relevant

TABLE 1
Summary of Essential Parameters for Each Study

ment,usinga standardheadcoil (Magnetom,SiemensMedical
Systems) and a Ti-weighted fast low-angle shot sequence with an
echo time of 15 msec, repetitiontime of 40 msec and flipangle of
40Â°.Sixty-four contiguous transaxial slices with a 2-mm slice
thickness were recorded in 256 x 256 matrices with a 1-mm pixel
size.

X-ray CF scans were acquired on a Somatom DR 2 (Siemens
Medical Systems) also in 256 x 256 matrices of 1.15-mm pixel
size, 4-mm slice thickness with 2-mm table increments. A total of
40 slices were recorded, resulting in a axial field of view of 8 cm.

All reconstructed images were stored in digital format. CT and
MRI data were transferred for evaluation to the PET laboratory
by ethernet, streamer tape or conventional magnetic tape.

Nine pairsof patientdatasets were selected, representingtyp
ical clinical applications (Table 1). In seven ofthese study pairs (A
to G), two sets of images of the same subject, but recorded
separately,were coregistered.This was done independentlyby
five experienced users of the program, and the reproducibility of
the results was analyzed. In two of these study pairs (C and G),
coregistration was repeated by each user three times on different
days. Thus, intraindividual variability of the results was also de
termined and compared with interindividualvariability. In the
remainingtwo study pairs (H and I), the imageto be coregistered
was derivedfromthereferenceimageby arbitraiyreorientation.
In these two studies, coregistration was equivalent to restoring the
original image, and thus the accuracy ofthe coregistration process
was determined.

The transformationparametersfromall registrationsessions of
all users in the present study were analyzed by calculating mean
and s.d. (study pairs H and I) or s.d. (study pairs A to G) of
translation distances and rotation angles in all three dimensions.
For study pairsA to G, there are, by definition,no truevalues for
the transformationparametersavailable;hence, the accuracywas
assessed by comparing the final registration parameter sets of all

users by calculatingthe respectives.d. The smallerthe s.d., the
moreidenticalthefinalreslicedimages.

For study pairs H and I, the true values were known, and the
results from the registrationscould be directly compared with
them by calculating the mean differences of the transformation
parameters and their respective true values. In addition, the s.d.
of themeandifferenceswerecalculated.The intersectionof the
three rotationaxeswas locatedin the centerof the referencedata
set. In addition, linear misplacementwas also calculated at five
selected points in the central transaxialplane, correspondingap
proximatelyto the anterior,posterior,rightlateraland left lateral
pole of the brainand to its center.

RESULTS

Reproducibility was best for coregistration of the FDG
PET activation study with the corresponding resting study
(C). Angular s.d.s were 0.54 degrees or less, and transla
tion s.d.s were 0.56 mm or less (Table 2). A similarresult
was obtained for coregistration of an arbitrarily misplaced
FDG-PET image set with the original (H), with veiy low
values for average misalignment (rotation angles 0.43 de
grees or less and translation distance of 0.43 mm or less).
Similar or even slightly better results were obtained for
coregistration of a misplaced MRI image dataset with its
original (I). In all these studies, means and sd.s of the
linear misalignments in the five selected brain areas were
generally less than 1 mm (Table 3).

Coregistration of different imaging modalities or of PET
blood flow studies, which are significantly noisier than
FDG studies, resulted in approximately two to four times
larger s.d. Nevertheless, the s.d. of rotation angles and
translation distances was usually less than 2 degrees or 2
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Alpha @a@p*@Aipha(AL') Aipha(adal) d @P)
Stucfles (degree) (degree) (degree) (m)d

(RL@
(mm)d

(adal)
(m)A

PETvs.PEP 0.99 1.08 0.321.651.451.18(FDG
vsDOPA)B

PET vs. PET 1.27 1.45 1.02 1.791.480.62(1120
vs.H20)C

PET vs. PET 0.43 0.54 0.540.320.560.55(FDG
vs.FDG)D

PET vs. SPECV I .22 1.70 0.63 1.811.830.90(FDG
vs.HMPAO)E

PETvs.CT 1.38 1.30 0.35 0.991.132.22(FOG)F

PETvs. MRI* I.32 1.45 0.68 1.551.641.03(FDG
vs.FLASK-3D)G

PETvs. MRI* 1.68 0.51 0.570.980.831.71(FOG
vs.FLASH-3D)H

PETvs. pEV@ 0.19 (0.25) 0.43 (0.42) 0.17 (0.23) â€”0.25(0.22@â€”0.43(0.53)â€”0.05(0.18)(FOG
vsFOG)I

MRIvs. MRI?t@ (0.13) 0.13 (0.34) â€”0.08(0.45) 0.08 (0.36)0.29(0.34)0.12(0.24)(FLASH-3D
vs.FLASH-3D)*5d

ofthe threeangles andtranslatIons.tDlfterence
of average rotationand translationand true standard. The s.d. Is inparentheses.*Arcund

the anterior-posterioraxIs.â€¢Around
the right-leftlateralaxis.

TABLE 2
Results from ValuatiOn Study Considefing the Three Mgles of Rotation and Three Translations

mm, respectively. For instance, in the coregistration of
FDG-PET with F-Dopa PET (A), brain contours were less
clearly evident on the F-Dopa image than of the FDG
image because F-Dopa is preferentially taken up by the
basal ganglia. With appropriate thresholds, however, con
tours were still sufficientlywell identifiedto achieve repro
ducible coregistration (Fig. 4). In the coregistration of
FDO-PET with HMPAO-SPECF (D), the relatively poor
resolution of the SPECF images limited the accuracy of
coregistration, but still both techniques showed high tracer
uptake in cortical structures, and thus, a reasonable delin
cation of the outer braincontour is possible. A difficultyin
thecoregistrationof FDG-PETandCT(E)was causedby
the limited axial view of only 8 cm in this particular CF
study. Thus, only parts of the brain contour were available
to check image registration, resulting in the largest axial
translation variance (s.d. = 2.22 mm) recorded in this val
idation series. There were two study pairs of FDG-PET
and MRI (F and 0) involving PET scanners with different
resolution. This difference, however, had only a minor
impact on the results, and s.d. were not uniformly smaller
in the study with the higher resolution.

Interindividual variance in repeated coregistration (C
and 0) was slightly larger than intraindividual variation for
all parameters (Table 4), except for the anterior-posterior
inclination, the differences were not significant (F test),
which indicated that the subjective influence on the results
was small.

Thetimeneededtocompletecoregistrationof onestudy
pair varied considerably, ranging between 10 and 30 min

(median 25 min). Gross coregistrationwas usually
achieved within 5 to 15 min, and the remainder of the time
was spent on making minor adjustments of 2 mm or less.

DISCUSSION

In contrast to fully automated procedures (19â€”21),this
coregistration method is highly interactive, which has the
advantage that it does not impose major restrictions by
image type and by alterations of normal anatomy or brain
function resulting from disease. There is also no require
ment for a clear identificationof the interhemisphericplane
in regard to its specific shape as in the method described by
Kapouleas et al. (13). This is especially important in stud
ies with F-Dopa-PET, as shown in Figure 4. An unambig
uous identificationof the interhemisphericplane would be
difficult, if not impossible, and hence unreliable. However,
with the appropriate selection of contours by thresholding
and ifitering, there are still sufficient details visible, such as
thecurvatureof theoverlaidcontours,whichnicelydelin
eate characteristic brain structures, to which the human
visual system can easily attach and, thus, detect even
smaller misalignments. This method simply can omit the
unique identification of specific landmarks or reference
points but can easily rely on the ample amount of struc
tures and curvatures of contours present in medical im
ages. The display of three orthogonal views eases the de
tection of even small misplacements with respect to any
orientation. Indeed, the outline of a brain may be incom
plete in one modalitybecauseof functionaldeactivations
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d(ant)d(post)d(rlght)dQeft)d(center)Studies
CoordInate (mm)(mm)(mm)(mm)(mm)

A

TABLE 3
Results fromValIdationStudy Consideringthe Residual Uncertaintyin Three Dimensionsat Selected Positions

PETvs. PEP x 0.78 0.86 1.15 0.54 0.81
(FOGvs. DOPA) y 0.73 0.94 0.73 0.77 0.75

z 0.91 2.15 1.40 1.97 1.18
B PETvs.PET@ x 0.86 0.89 1.62 1.36 0.85

(1@l2Ovs. H20) y 1.26 1.21 0.48 0.19 0.20
z 1.26 1.89 1.17 2.41 0.62

C PETvs. PEP x 0.56 0.50 0.77 0.88 0.53
(FOGvs. FOG) y 0.40 0.91 0.31 0.28 0.29

z 0.48 0.94 0.62 0.97 0.55
D PETvs. SPECT@ x 1.04 1.11 0.82 1.74 0.85

(FOGvs. HMPAO) y 1.14 1.26 0.36 0.51 0.43
z 2.20 2.28 3.16 3.19 0.90

E PETvs. CT@ x 0.86 0.76 0.98 0.87 0.80
(FDG) y 1.14 0.85 0.86 0.93 0.90

z 2.44 3.17 1.77 3.53 2.22
F PETvs.MRI* x 1.16 1.57 0.99 1.94 1.32

(FDGvs. FLASH-3D) y 1.48 1.66 1.30 1.39 1.35
z 2.30 1.19 2.62 1.07 1.03

G PETvs. MRI* x 0.92 0.55 1.16 0.63 0.70
(FOGvs. FLASH-3D) y 0.29 1.13 0.56 0.51 0.53

z 1.68 3.08 2.00 1.64 1.71
H PET vs.@ x 0.04 (0.29) â€”0.03(0.29) â€”0.26(0.31) 0.27 (0.59) 0.01 (0.28)

y 0.15(0.51) â€”0.38(0.36@ â€”0.06(024) â€”0.17(0.25) â€”0.11(0.24)
z â€”0.28(0.44) 0.18(0.39) â€”0.75(0.79) 0.65(0.57) â€”0.05(0.18)

r 0.32 (0.45) 0.43 (0.37) 0.80 (0.75) 0.73 (0.56) 0.13(0.23)
I MRIvs. MRIt x 0.07 (0.25) 0.07 (0.27) 0.17 (0.68) â€”0.02(0.48) 0.07(0.26)

y â€”0.25(0.67) â€”0.06(0.56) â€”0.14(0.34) â€”0.17(0.30) â€”0.16(0.32)
z 0.12(0.17) 0.11(0.38) 0.26(0.53) â€”0.03(0.49) 0.11(024)

r 0.29 (0.59) 0.14 (0.39) 0.34 (0.54) 0.17 (0.31) 0.21 (0.29)

â€¢5dof three-d@yienslonalcoordInatesat selectedpositIonswIthInthe imagematr&
tDftferenceofaveraged 3D coordInatesand true standard at selected posItions,distance (r)In3D sp@ betweenaverage and true. The s.d. Is

In@hese@

caused by a tumor, as can be seen in Figure 5. The FIX)
PET study served as the reference, and methionine-PET
and MIII studies were resliced to match the reference FDG
study. Again, there are enough features, despite the differ
ent outline Ã¨@ndtracer uptake in the methionine study, so
thatthismethodcanprovidesufficientclueson whichthe
user can rely by visual inspection and control of the regis
tration process. The price to pay for this broad applicability
is some degree of subjectivity in the evaluation of the
accuracy of coregistration. However, the similarityof in
ter- and intraindividualvariance suggests that the influence
of subjectivity on this procedure is not significant. The
authorsare not awareof any automatedprocedurethat
currently could replace the expertise of a trained human
user in recognizing the possible variations of the standard
situation caused by technical peculiarities or disease,
which might upset pattern recognition programs. In addi

FIGURE 4. Coregiatratlon of FOG-PET wfth F-Dopa-PET. PJ
though F-Dopa Images show preferentIal uptake In the basal gan
gus, appropriate thresholds y@d contours suffidentiywel Identified
to achieve relIablecoregistratlon.This Isverifiedby superposItion of
the exchanged contours
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Aipha(Al') (RI)
Studiss (degree) (degree)(axial) (degree)d

(AP)
(mm)d

(AL)
(mm)d

(axIal)
(mm)C

PET vs. PET (FOG 0.29 0.54@ 0.46 0.680.32 0.430.45 0.600.63 0.760.550.56vs.
FOG)G

PETvs. MRI* 1.38 1.67 0.99 1.100.43 0.451.52 1.841.16 1.360.891.46(FOG
vs. FLASK-3D)d(ant)d(post)d(rlght)dQeft)d(center)CoordInate

(mm)(mm)(mm)(mn@(mm)C

PET vs. PET@ x 0.33 0.400.32 0.350.56 0.650.43 0.610.330.37(FOG
vs. FOG) y 0.69 0.610.62 0.740.54 0.460.53 0.440.540.45z

0.66 0.770.63 0.930.76 0.860.78 1.070.550.56G
PET vs. MAlt x 0.68 0.800.85 1.040.79 0.960.95 1.040.740.87(FOG

vs. FLASH-3D) y 0.55 0.650.88 0.980.59 0.690.55 0.650.570.67z
1.35 1.992.03 2.591.44 1.651.39 2.120.891.48*sd

of the threean@esandtranslatIons(Intra-vs.InterlndMdUal).tsd
at selectedlocatIons(Intra-vs.interlndMdual).*p

< 0.05 InF test on varIances.

TABLE 4
Standard Deviations of lntraindMdual Versus Inte,indMdual VarIation of Registration

tion, it was pointed out by the authors of an automated
registration procedure (20) that the final result should al
waysundergoavisualinspectionto avoidpossiblefailures
of the applied algorithms. Image resolution is certainly a
majorfactor that influences the results, as indicatedby the
relatively high variability of PET/SPECT coregistration.
However,thevariabilityof coregistrationwas alwayscon
siderably smaller than the point-spread FWHM ofthe func
tional images involved. Because reasonable quantitation of
functional images should always be based on regions larger
than the corresponding point-spread FWHM to achieve
recovery coefficients of better than 50% (27), the lower
variability of coregistration should not have a major im
pact. The presenceof systematicdisplacements,which
could cause significant bias even if small, was ruled out by
the accuraterealignmentof arbitrarilymisplaceddatasets
in study pairs H and I.

These values comparewell with publishedresultsob
tamed with automated procedures (15,19,20) in which val
ues concerning the registrationof PET versus PET within
approximately L7 mm (19) and of PET versus MIII within
2.48 mm (15), 2.3 mm (20) and maximal 3 mm (21), re
spectively, were quoted. For procedures that use external
markers(headframesor face masks), the values range
from 1.0 mm (8) for the registrationof PET versus MRI
based on phantom studies to 2.5 mm (9) for PET, CF and
MIII registration based on patient data.

Only a basic knowledge of neuroanatomy is required
from the user of this interactive procedure, i.e., the ability

FIGURE 5. Coreglstratlon of methionine-PET and MRI with a
FOG-PET study, @hserved as reference. Despite the relatively
different tracer u@ake In the methionIne-PET study, suffIcIent out
lines Inelthar study are presented to the usar to visuallyInspect and
control the re@on process. Contours we exchanged between
the FOG and MRIstudles and FOG and methionIne respectively.
Top left FDG-PETwfth contoursfrom MRI. Top right FDG-PET with
contours from methionkie-PET.Bottom leftand right contours from
FOG-PET supedm@ onto MRI and methlOnIne-PET,respec
tim.
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to identify major lobes, the ventricular system and brain
stem. However, more knowledge about imagingcharacter
istics is essential. The user should be familiar with rules
governing the intensity or signal of cerebral and extracere
bralstructuresin differentimagingmodalities.

Inconclusion,theresultsindicatethatthereproducibil
ity and accuracy of this universal three-dimensional coreg
istration technique is comparable or superior to those of
published automated techniques or those based on head
holdersor facemasks,butthe techniquedoes not impose
most of their limitations. The technique is therefore vali
datedforuse in normalpersonsandin patientswithbrain
disease.
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